RAVEN’S THROAT OUTFITTERS
2023 HUNTING INFORMATION & PRICES
Per Person
Charter Fee (Round Trip: Norman WellsàHay Hook/Hay HookàNorman Wells) $ 2,200.00
Hunter Preservation Fund
(Required/Person)
100.00
Mountain Caribou (2 on 1)
10 Days
$18,000.00
Mountain Caribou (1 on 1)
10 Days
$20,000.00
Alaskan-Yukon Moose
10 Days
$32,000.00
Dall Sheep
10 Days
$34,000.00
Moose & Caribou
10 Days
$38,000.00
Sheep & Caribou
10 Days
$40,000.00
Sheep & Moose
10 Days
$54,000.00
N.W.T Slam (Sheep, Moose, Caribou)
16 Days
$62,000.00
Wolf & Wolverine
(No charge when taken in conjunction with another hunt.)
Wolf & Wolverine (March/April)
10 Days
$ 9,000.00

EXTRAS & OPTIONS
Packer/Hunter Assistant
$400 / Day
Rifle Rental
$200 / Hunt
Backpack Rental
$100 / Hunt
If you choose to life-size your moose or caribou we charge $500 for excess handling fee.
Life-size sheep, wolves & wolverine included in hunt cost.
LICENSE FEES AND TROPHY/EXPORT FEES - License fees are to be paid before the hunt
commences. Harvest fees are paid to the N.W.T. Government upon harvest and completion of the hunt.
You will not be charged the harvest fee for animals not harvested.

Dall Sheep
Mountain Caribou
Alaska-Yukon Moose
Wolverine
Wolf
Fishing

License Fee
Government Harvest Fee
$110.00
$ 440.00
$110.00
$ 440.00
$110.00
$ 440.00
$110.00
$ 220.00
$ 0.00
$
0.00
$ 44.00 (Included)
$--------

Raven’s Throat Wound Policy: If you wound an animal we consider it a dead animal. You will not
be allowed to pursue another. We will make every effort to recover wounded game. We are not a longrange operation and will not ask our hunters to shoot beyond their comfort zone. The majority of our
kills are 300 yards & under. Practice, practice, practice.
Raven’s Throat Outfitters no longer offers archery hunts for any species.
ALL FEES ARE IN U.S. FUNDS.
5% G.S.T. is not included.

One non-hunter can be accommodated on all hunts for an additional $7,000.00 (USD) plus $2,200.00 (USD)
charter fee. All hunts are on a 1 hunter/1 guide basis. All species hunted include deployment and one move
by helicopter. Any helicopter moves requested by the client beyond our included one move per species is an
additional $2,200.00 per hour. For clients wishing to depart earlier or later than the scheduled charter flights,
it can be arranged for between $3,000-$6,000 per flight and can accommodate 2-6 people, respectively
BOOKING INFORMATION - We require $10,000 to hold a hunt further out than one year, then 50% by
December 1, prior to the year you are hunting. Balance of hunt must be received by May 1st of the year you
are hunting.
CANCELLATIONS - Deposits are transferable to another hunt as partial payment or refunded minus 20%
of the hunt charges. No refunds if cancellation is less than 150 days. We strongly recommend trip and travel
insurance. Check out our webpage for more information.
INCLUDED IN YOUR HUNT - All lodging, meals, guides, equipment and transportation are included
upon your arrival to base camp. We will professionally handle your trophies and hides for export. We allow
hunters to take one cooler of meat (approx. 50 pounds) and provide coolers if so desired. The rest is either
consumed in camp or donated to the local communities.
NOT INCLUDED IN YOUR HUNT - Travel to and from Norman Wells, NWT, charters, licenses,
government harvest fees, hunter preservation fund, lodging before and after hunts, gratuities for guides and
staff, 5% goods & services tax (G.S.T) and shipping/expediting of trophies. Shipping and expediting are at
your expense; however, we will assist you with arrangements for both. If you choose to leave your trophies
with us we will safely and carefully deliver them to the expeditor for an additional $300.00 handling fee.
GRATUITIES – Tips for your guides and crew have long been a tradition since the beginning of the
industry. Typically, 10-15% of the hunt cost is standard and spread out among those who went out of their
way and worked extra hard to make your hunt special and enjoyable. If you don’t feel your guide earned a
tip, please make Griz or Ginger aware of your grievance. Bring cash for tipping.
It is our desire to make your adventure as carefree and surprise free as possible. Upon booking a hunt with
us we will provide you with a detailed information package regarding travel, firearms, exportation, lodging
before and after hunt, what to bring, and answers to commonly asked questions. We cannot guarantee any
hunt as they are all fair chase free range hunts. However, it is our sincere desire for all of our hunters to be
successful with a great trophy. As can happen with weather, bad luck, etc., we will always have one or two
extra guides should the need arise that a client needs a few more days. We charge nothing for this but you
may need to pay for an off scheduled charter out of camp upon your completion. Although it is our intention
to keep our prices reasonable, we charge what it takes to provide our clients with the highest quality hunts
available anywhere. You will notice the difference in all aspects of your hunt.
Thank you very much for your time and consideration. We hope we can be of assistance for you on a hunt
of a lifetime.
Good Hunting,
RAVEN’S THROAT OUTFITTERS

